
Abstract
Objectives: The objectives of the study were to understand the evolution of trade theories and their application across 
nations over a period of time and to provide future direction of research for international trade. Methods/Statistical 
Analysis: To meet the objectives, the study undertook a comprehensive review of literature to bring together works of 
different researchers in the area of international trade. It summarizes the past theories and applications with the  research 
advancements over the years. Findings: The study finds that over the years, research in international trade has evolved 
with new forms of models coming into existence. Many trade theories like absolute advantage, comparative  advantage, 
factor  endowment, factor price equalization, gravity model etc. have emerged and applied. At the same time, the trade 
 environment across the developed and developing countries has metamorphosed with the advent of World Trade 
Organization and  multiple trade blocs. Several factors have significantly gained importance, thus leading to a need of 
new dimensions in trade research. Conclusion/Improvements: The study proposes development of trade models which 
could incorporate pace of technological development and innovation, economic shocks like financial crisis, Brexit etc. and 
 changes in global value chains. It also highlights the importance of future research in trade in services.
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1. Introduction
Trade between countries is an integral part of  globalization. 
In the past, trade has made it possible for lemons of 
Arabian origin to reach to the rest of the world, or coffee 
from Ethiopia to reach India. In today’s world, trade in both 
goods and services is shaping economies and crafting new 
relations between countries. As per the UNCTAD report1, 
international trade added USD 20 trillion during the peri-
odfrom1990 to 2014, being USD 4 trillion in 1990 and USD 
24 trillion in 2014. Factors like favourable trade policies, 
new business models of reduced cross border costs and 
technological innovation have attributed to this growth.

Also, allegiance to trade agreements have had an 
impact on the way trade flows have been administered. 
On 4th February, 2016, the Trans-Pacific Partnership 
Agreement proposal was signed which had twelve Pacific 
Rim countries (excluding China) as its members. The new 
agreement was formed to “promote economic growth; 

support the creation and retention of jobs; enhance 
 innovation, productivity and competitiveness; raise living 
standards; reduce poverty in the signatories’ countries; and 
promote transparency, good governance, and enhanced 
labor and environmental protections.”. The focus of this 
agreement highlights the changing paradigms of interna-
tional trade. Due to the many changes that nations have 
undergone in the past decade, there is a need to relook at 
the theories of trade and propose the future direction of 
research which could incorporate these changes.

This paper makes an attempt to understand the 
 evolution of various theories in trade, their application 
and subsequent modification over the years. The paper 
proposes future direction for research with shifting trade 
patterns and emerging new relations between countries. 
It tries to integrate the old theories, new theories and the 
changes which could enhance the research in the area of 
international trade.
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2. Traditional Trade Theories
Mercantilism, as one of the oldest theories of trade, can be 
traced back to 16th century in Europe. As per the concept of 
Mercantilism a country’s wealth was measured by its hold-
ing of treasure, usually gold. The key objective of trade as per 
the Mercantilism was to have a favorable balance of trade 
and the stability of a country was judged by the amount 
the country would export more than its import4 . As per 
the Mercantilism doctrine, the nation followed self-interest 
strategies and strict price mechanism for its own benefit. 
This was later condemned by many liberal economists5. 
Nevertheless, the idea of mercantilism brought in the for-
mal concept of standard international trade theory. It dates 
back to 1776 when the theory of absolute advantage was 
coined by Adam Smith. As opposed to Mercantilism, Adam 
Smith advocated free trade. He suggested that because dif-
ferent countries could produce some goods more efficiently 
than other countries, there could be higher global efficiency 
through free trade. This was termed as absolute advantage 
of nations 6. With absolute advantage, few countries could 
witness continuous surplus if they were efficient in pro-
ducing many goods compared to others. For instance, in 
a two country economy producing only two goods, it was 
seen that country A could produce more of both the goods 
compared to country B, so the problem was to figure out 
whether there should be any trade relation between the two 
countries or not. This condition was addressed by compara-
tive advantage of nations 7. It specified that global efficiency 
gains from trade would result when countries specialized 
in producing products more efficiently irrespective of other 
countries producing the products more efficiently. As per 
Ricardo, this was because of the difference in opportunity 
cost. This was a revolutionary theory as, if comparative 
advantage exists, any country could trade with the other 
and prosper, irrespective of their size.

Several empirical tests have validated Ricardian Theory 
over the time. If it was assumed that there were only two 
countries, each would export those goods for which the 
ratio of its output per worker to that of the other exceeded 
the monetary wage rate to that of the other 8,9. Similar find-
ings were reported by Stern 10 where the differences in the 
relative labor productivity and production costs in selected 
manufacturing industries were reflected in differences in 
the relative export performance. However, Robinson 11 
argued that Ricardo’s theory assumed various conditions 
like static equilibrium position, optimum employment etc. 
which might be difficult to maintain in the real world. 

Heckscher and Ohlin (H-O) 12 proposed that countries 
tended to export goods whose production was concen-
trated in factors with which they were plentifully endowed. 
For example, if Country X was labor intensive country 
and country Y was land intensive, then Country X should 
produce a good which needed more labor. This came to be 
popularly known as H-O theorem. Like any other model, 
empirical tests were conducted on H-O Theorem that 
supported the conclusions of H-O theorem. Testing the 
1947 U.S. data, it was seen that United States (U.S.), being 
a Capital intensive country was exporting labor intensive 
goods 13. This came to be known as the Leontief paradox 
and it was completely contradictory to the H- O Theorem. 
Empirical studies confirmed Leontief paradox at broader 
level, i.e. trade was not always in the form as the H.O. 
theorem predicted 14. Samuelson15 postulated a new theo-
rem, which said, international trade would eventually lead 
to a state of equal relative and absolute returns to similar 
factors across nations. This theorem was known as factor 
price equalization theory. Golub and Hsieh 16 examined 
the relationship between relative unit labor costs and trade 
for United States and United Kingdom, Japan, Australia, 
Canada and Germany. The results proved that relative unit 
labor cost helped to explain trade behavior for the nations. 
Table 1  summarizes the traditional theories.

3.  Advances in Trade Theory 
Research

Researchers, over a period of time, contributed to trade 
theories by adding relevant variables impacting trade. The 
size of the domestic market came into prominence with 
Linder 17 suggesting that a country exported those manu-
factured products for which there existed a large domestic 
market. Linder proposed a demand perspective of trade 
in contrast to the usual supply perspective. His conclu-
sion was that countries having similar demand would be 
able to create similar industries and wouldlead to trade 
insimilar but differentiated goods, which differed from 
Ricardian theory and H-O theorem. Linder provided 
positive relationship between trade intensity and inter-
national similarity in per capita GNP (Linder variable). 
Johnson 18came out with a view that this positive relation-
ship could also be because of proximity between trading 
nations. Hirsch and Lev 19 considered Linder variable and 
distance as determinants of international trade.

It has also been argued that trade was not because of 
comparative advantage of nation but due to economies of 
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Table 1. Summary of traditional trade theories

Trade Theory Author Year Findings

Merchantilist Law  1500- 1800
A country’s wealth was measured by its holding of 

treasure(usually gold) and the country should export more 
than what they import.

Absolute Advantage Adam Smith 1776 Free trade would increase global efficiency.

 David Hume 1776

With absolute advantage few countries were witnessing 
continuous surplus. hence came the dilemma of 

monetary adjustments. Therefore the need of automatic 
adjustment came in.

Comparative 
Advantage David Ricardo 1817

Global efficiency gains from trade would result when countries 
specialized in producing products more efficiently irrespective 

of other countries producing the products more efficiently. 
Factor- Endowment 

Theory or 
Heckscher-Ohlin 

Theory

Eli Heckscher and 
Bertil Ohlin 1933 Countries with “abundantly endowed” factors tend to export 

goods which are produced by utilizing these factors.

 G. D. A. MacDougall 1951- 1952 Comparison of exports of twenty five industries in US and UK. 
Found strong support for Ricardo’s theory.

Factor- Price 
Equalization 

Theorem
Paul Samuelson 1948 International trade would lead toa state of equal relative and 

absolute returns to similar factors.

Leontief Paradox Wassily Leontief 1956
Empirical test on H-O Theorem. Testing the 1947 U.S. data. it 
was seen U.S. being a capital intensive country was exporting 

labor intensive goods
Empirical Test on 

H-O Theorem
Robert M. Stern. Keith 

E. Maskus 1981 Applied to US Trade. Found that data for 1958 upheld 
Leontief Paradox.

 
Harry P. Bowen. 

Edward E. Leamer. Leo 
Sveikauskas

1987 The result confirmed Leontief Paradox at broader level

 S. S. Golub and C. T. 
Hsieh 2000

Examined the relationship between relative unit labor costs and 
trade for U.S. and U.K.. Japan. Germany. Canada and Australia. 
The results proved that relative unit labor cost helped to explain 

trade patterns for the nations.

scale20. Economies of scale created arbitrary specializations 
by similar countries in the production of different goods, 
often goods produced with same factor intensity. This 
explained some of the loopholes of H-O theorem. Krugman 
and Helpman21,22 also brought a different perspective to 
international trade by integrating it with market structure. 

With the increase in complexities, a new dimension 
was added to the existing models, the existence of inter- 
industry production differences. Helpman23 demonstrated 
that more the share of bilateral intra-industry trade less 
would be dispersion of per capita income. Therefore, 
the more similar factor structures in countries were, the 
 bigger would be the share of intra- industry trade.

In a later study, Eaton and Kortum24 examined 
 quantitatively the effect of several global shocks on plant 

entry and exit, labor turnover and productivity in U.S. 
When the distribution of productivity across different 
firms was Pareto- efficient then the observed size distri-
bution of US firms showed different results25. 

In new theories, the study of trade shifted towards 
firms and not countries. It came to be believed that firms 
traded and not nations. Such studies focused on the way 
firms do trade, thus demonstrating a relation between 
productivity and trade and how this would affect the trade 
policy in the 21st century. The new thought envisaged that 
if stress was given to the research and development at 
the firm level, the trade behavior of the country would 
increase as a whole26.

Another model of international trade that gained 
momentum in the last few decades was in the form of the 
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Gravity Model. It stated that trade volume between two 
countries was inversely proportional to the geographical 
distance between the countries and directly proportional 
to the gross domestic products27. Over the time, this sim-
ple relationship has been researched upon extensively and 
its extensions have been validated over a period of time. 
Gravity model accommodated variables like price28, per 
capita income and contiguity29, common colony and com-
mon language30 and several others. The concept of gravity 
model has also been used to compare trade for devel-
oped countries31,32 and developing countries33,34. Several 
researchers also brought in the impact of trade blocs on 
the trade flows35,36,37,38,39,40.

Over the years, trade theory researchers have been 
studying the impact of interconnected product markets 
and segmented factor markets. However, many models 
of regional economics have looked at the joint effects of 
 geographical movement of goods and factors.

With respect to this, Location theory has gained 
prominence over the years. Economists working in the 
field of international trade group the location theory into 
three categories including neoclassical theory, new trade 
theory and new economic geography. Brulhart 41 surveyed 
the studies based on the new theoretical thinking. Table 2 
provides a summary of the studies.

4.  Agenda for Future Research 
and Application

Trade theories have developed from mercantile theory to 
theory of absolute and comparative advantage to  factor 

Table 2. Summary of advances in trade theory research

Authors Year Findings
Linder 1961 A nation exported those manufactured products for which a large domestic 

market exists.

Krugman21.22 1980. 1981 Talked about monopolistic competition and economies of scale. Krugman refuted the 
H.O Model and posed several arguments challenging it.

Helpman and Krugman 1985 Assumed increasing returns to scale and a state of monopolistic competition between 
the firms.

Helpman 1987 Contributed to Krugman’s work. The findings demonstrated a negative relation 
between intra-industry trade and per capita income.

Helena and Nilsson 1999 Identified the common market with the help of income overlap and related its size to 
size of home market. This led to the formation the new Linder-variable. 

Eton and Kortum 2002
Fitted the model to bilateral trade on US data. Examined quantitatively the 

impact of global shifts on productivity. plant entry and exit. and labor turnover 
in U.S. manufacturing.

Chaney 2008 Introduced firm-level heterogeneity 

endowment to gravity model over the years. In the past, 
researchers have changed the form and structure of the 
various trade theories in accordance with the environmen-
tal and institutional changes. Empirical evidence helped in 
the understanding of the theories across different geogra-
phies and over a period of time. Not only did the theories 
developed into applications but also they were instrumen-
tal in forming policies governing trade in different nations. 
However, a lot more can be done in this area in terms of 
research and application as there is a need to understand 
the new paradigms of trade shifts which have happened in 
the last decade. A new and different perspective is needed 
to give meaning to the way trade is conducted today.

After reviewing different theories in the  previous 
 sections, this section proposes future direction for 
research in this area:

In recent years, trade drivers have shifted towards 
labour and cost arbitrage. Nations have used technol-
ogy and innovations to motivate this change. As per the 
UNCTAD Key statistics and trends report 2015, “The 
production structure of the past where goods, services, 
people, technology and capital remained within national 
borders was internationalized so as to take advan-
tage of lower cross-border transaction costs driven by 
 technological innovations and more open trade policies.”

Therefore, research needs to address this new 
 perspective about technology-rich and innovative nations 
and there trading strategies. Policy makers would want 
to see if a nation is technologically and innovatively rich 
then how would it impact bilateral and multilateral trade 
flows. Hufbauer42 researched the technology factor in 
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 international trade and later researchers like Nadiri43, 
Harrigan44, Keller45,46  provided some evidence on the 
 technology spillover effects. 

However, the change in technological innovations 
has been tremendous during the last decade e.g. use of 
drones, use of mobiles, robotics and automation, online 
marketplace etc. These have redefined the extant of trade. 
Online marketplace has paved the way for easier access to 
global merchandise and services marking a shift in world 
trade. These variables need to be studied in detail for a 
better understanding of trade flows. 

Over the last decade, there have been multiple economic 
shocks like subprime crisis, euro zone crisis, migration cri-
sis, Brexit etc. which have had tremendous impact on trade. 
The spillover effects of each of these would be interesting 
to study not only for developed economies but also for 
developing economies. A probabilistic model estimation 
on these effects would help in understanding the impact of 
these shocks especially Brexit on global trade.

Most of the research in the area of international trade 
has been emphasizing the export and import of goods. 
However, it has now become imperative to look into the 
trade dynamics of services. As per the UNCTAD report, 
services trade increased significantly for the period from 
2004 (US $ 2 trillion) to 2014 (US$ 5 trillion). Global com-
munications services exports reached an estimated US$ 
115 billion in 2014, recording 9 percent average annual 
growth since the year 2000 due to increase inthe use of 
mobile phones47. With the advent of information technol-
ogy and its use in several sectors, trade characteristics of 
services should be widely studied. The validation of trade 
theories in service sector would be an interesting question 
to research on. Very few researchers have filled this gap in 
trade research, Kimura and Lee 48, Ceglowski49, Tharakan, 
Beveren and Van Ourti50 to mention a few. There is scope 
to explore this aspect further. 

Another aspect which might need further  exploration 
could be the shift in the global value chains and 
 fragmentation. 

5. Conclusion
This paper is an attempt to bring together significant 
theories of international trade and propose future direc-
tion of research in the area. The paper describes the 
advent and development of trade theories beginning 
from Mercantilist theory till gravity model. It describes 
the empirical evidence provided for different theories and 

its applications. After reviewing several works of research 
in the area of international trade, future direction for 
research has been outlined. Due to significant changes in 
the world economy, there is a need to develop new mod-
els of trade. These could include the impact of changes 
in technology and innovation. Since the last decade wit-
nessed several economic and political shocks, research 
could focus on understanding their impact on trade flows 
e.g. Brexit and Subprime crisis. Another area of research 
proposed in the paper includes development of models 
for trade in services. The research agenda proposed in the 
paper would not only help in highlighting new paradigms 
of trade but also provide implications for policy makers.
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